
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY RESPECTING THE MUSKRAT FALLS PROJECT 

APPLICATION FOR STANDING 

I would like to be considered for standing before the Commission of Inquiry. 

In support of standing I am submitting an article I recently prepared for Uncle 

Gnarley's Blog. At the inquiry I will elaborate on this article verbally. 

I am also submitting my bio by way of introduction 

SOME POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION BY JUDGE RICHARD LEBLANC 

A year ago I started an article in reaction to Danny William's speech to the Board of Trade but never 

completed it. 

Now that Nalcor's management of Muskrat Falls will be scrutinized. It is timely to examine some issues 

for the investigation. 

1. The mandate of NL Hydro/ Nalcor is to provide power to the citizens of the Province at the lowest 

possible cost. Early in my career I worked in the Systems Planning Group of Shawinigan Engineering 

under the direction of George Scruton who was an engineer of impeccable integrity. Most of our work 

involved system expansion studies. George insisted as a fundamental principle that the cost of all the 

options - capital, fuel, operation and maintenance and related financial costs be developed to similar 

standards of accuracy and that competing options be equivalent in terms of reliability. In the case of 

Muskrat Falls I believe that the probability of bias was high given the big disparity between the efforts 

and resources devoted to the comparisons between the Isolated Island Option and Muskrat Falls: 

perhaps$ 3 million, for the Isolated Island Option versus $420 million for Muskrat Falls. Additionally 

the documents I have seen show little evidence that optimization of the Isolated Island System was 

ever seriously attempted. The lowest cost power would certainly have been obtained by completing 

Phase 3 of the Bay des Espoir Development (75 MW) that could have produced power at a low enough 

cost to allow a reduction in power rates!! Terra Nova Development with a capacity of 144 MW would 

also be interesting; as well as the addition of a third unit at Cat Arm which already incorporates 

provisions for a one unit expansion. But none of these projects were ever considered, as far as I can 

tell. I was never convinced that Muskrat Falls was truly the lowest cost alternative. 

2. Danny Williams argued that cost over-runs were usual with large mega projects and were to be 

expected. As an engineer I challenge this assumption. It is interesting to compare related experience: 

notably Churchill Falls Development, one of the largest private sector developments at the time, 

which was completed ahead of schedule and under budget. More recently, experience on the James 

Bay Complex in Quebec was positive: Phase 1 of the Complex was completed 4% under budget while 

the individual projects of Phase 2 range from "on budget" to 3.2% under budget for the five projects 

in Phase 2. What can explain the difference between these projects and Muskrat Falls? I think that 

there are a couple of reasons that could (at least in part) explain the different experiences: 
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a. The impact of three mega projects under construction at the same time, with Muskrat Falls the 

being last of the three, following Vale Smelter and Hebron, does not seem to have been addressed 

by Nalcor in their presentation to the Reference to the PUB in 2012. Neither Nalcor, PUB officials 

or any of the intervenors seem to have noticed this elephant in the room. However, contractors 

were well aware of the problem. I believe the cost impact of failing to account for this situation 

could have added 25% - 30% to the Project cost. 

b. I believe that Hydro Quebec's estimating procedures, following guidelines of the Quebec 

Association of Consulting Engineers, were much more rigorous than applied by Nalcor. These 

procedures involved preparation of a Detailed Project Definition (Avant-project detaille) report 

typically, described as a "bankable" report. Also on very large projects a Control Estimate was 

usually prepared. This was my impression from working on two Hydro Quebec projects with a 

major Quebec engineering firm in Montreal. I also think that Hydro Quebec cost estimators are 

very experienced and competent. However, these two points cannot explain the magnitudes of 

the cost over-run at Muskrat Falls. Is Nalcor's limited experience in the project management of 

mega projects to blame? See below: 

3. The first issue concerns Nalcor's experience in project management of very large projects, which is 

nil. Originally, the project management phase was included in SNC-Lavalin's scope of work. I 

understand that Nalcor felt it could realise significant savings by taking over this facet of the work 

themselves. I do not know whether SNC-Lavalin had any further involvement in project management. 

Nalcor appears to have assumed responsibility for this role and their performance or deficiencies need 

to be assessed. Remarks from a senior SNC-Lavalin engineer concern two Nalcor practices that were 

judged to be unproductive as below: 

a. The practice of appointing individuals from NL Hydro or sub-consultants to track/ oversee 

certain components of design or planning was often counterproductive as these individuals 

often did not have the necessary experience or training to contribute to design preparation 

and whose contributions were limited and sometimes negative. Did this decision also 

compromise efficiency? 

b. My confidant also feared that Nalcor would not be tough enough in evaluating claims for 

"extras". 

c. Did the decision to carry out most of the design work in St. John's deprive the project of the 

most experienced and capable of SNC-Lavalin's staff? 

d. It is noted that Nalcor use AACE Guidelines for preparation of their capita cost estimates. 

These guidelines note that simply following Guideline procedures will not guarantee a quality 

estimate but that the quality of the estimate ultimately depends on the accuracy of the inputs. 

The following lists elaborate: 
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In adcHtfon to the degr-ee of project defin[t[on, estimate accLn-acy [s also dr[ven by other- systemic rfsks such as: 

• Labor market concHtlons. 

• Level of nev,1 technology 1n the project. 

• Complexity of the prnject. 

• Qualltyofrefer-ence costest1mat1ngdata. 

• Qua llty of a ssumptlo ns used 1n prepadng the estimate. 

• bpedence and skill level of the estimator. 

• Est1mat1ng techniques employed. 

• Time and I eve I of effot1 budgeted to pr-epa re the estimate. 

• Exper1 ence of the project execut1 on team. 

Systemic rfsks such as these ar-e often the prfmar-y cfriver of accLa-acy; hovi1ever, prnject-specific risks (e.g. dsk 

events) also cfrive the accuracy r-ange [sJ. Project risks that are typical and often significant for- the hydrnpower 
industry include the foll owing: 

• Prnject dLa-ation length (including studies and investigations) that is often measured in decades. 

• Lar-ge areas where sub-sLa-fa ce geotechni cal conditions ar-e unknown due to re std cted access (i.e. 

envirnnm enta I r-egulatOt)' r-estrictio ns, hazar-dous conditions). 

• Difficulties in completion of tr-ansm issi on connection. 

• Hyd rnlogy and hydraulic studies. 

• l•Jlanagement or- pr-eventi on of scourfng and sediment tr-a nspor1 due to constr-ucti on. 

• Safety accidents unique to in-water wor-k. 
• l•ilass mated al soLa-ces and utilization ( e.g., concr-ete and aggr-egate). 

• Excavated mater-ial disposal. 

• Construct[ on season (restrictions due to environmental regulation, weather). 

• Limited supplies of quality hydrnpower- equipment and delivery delays. 

• Ambiguous envirnnmental r-egul ati on with r-espect to the industr)'. 

• Envirnnmental mitigation measLa-es (ter-restr-ial, avian, fish). 

I argue that Nalcor did not assess market conditions appropriately. Were they equally, inattentive in 

considering the rest of these criteria? 

I ask that the enquiry investigate the points I have raised above. 

Phil Helwig, P.Eng 

Hydro-engineer 

Prepared: March 20, 2018 
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Golden Paragraph: 

Phil Helwig has had a varied engineering career in both education (8 years) and in design and technical 
management (44 years). Most of his formative experience was with a small company in Newfoundland 
(ShawMont) which valued versatility, as a result Phil was able to develop expertize that goes well beyond the 
skills set normally associated with his formal area of competence, as a hydrotechnical specialist. His main 
area of expertize is in the fields of hydropower and water resources where he has been involoved in 
investigations, economic planning and project optimization studies and detailed design. He has been 
responsible for several innovations in Canadian practice: notably, the design of Cat Arm Hydel unlined 
pressure tunnel (head = 386 m) and "bathtub overflow spillway" and design of Hinds Lake Power Canal based 
on natural armouring (the first application of this technology in hydro design world wide) and the design of 
Paradise River double curvature arch dam only the third arch dam ever built in Canada. More recently from 
his experience in South Asia he has developed expertize in design of hydraulic structures to handle water 
borne sediment. His latest interest is in the field of eco-hydraulics. In 2004 Phil formed his own company, 
Helwig Hydrotechnique Ltd. and has worked on four continents in three languages. Technology transfer is 
an integral part of all Phil Helwig's assignments. 

PS: I have previously submitted my blog article and believe that Des Sullivan has done likewise. 

Submitted by 
Phil Helwig, P.Eng 

March 27, 2018 
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